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CHAPTER-14
LIVING WORLD BEYOND OUR EARTH
Highlights about the chapter
LIVING WORLD BEYOND OUR EARTH
in MATERIALISTIC UNIVERSE by Ramesh Varma.
Note: Chapter over LIVING WORLD BEYOND OUR EARTH is not an encyclopedia. Challenger has illustrated
only which relates to the new or contrary findings/understandings with some existing references to make the
subject understandable.

l Not even single UFO (Un-identified Flying Object)
from world other than the Earth had ever visited the
Earth, nor would visit us in the future.
l We can send wireless massages all around but we
can never send a massage that can be picked by any
one away from the Earth for reply to us nor can we
receive such expected wireless massage from outside
world.
l We cannot send human to space or over to any
celestial body, where travelling requires more than half
life span of the human.
l Human cannot live for a long period over any
celestial body, if its gravity is more than 50% that of the
Earth.
l Human cannot colonize human over any celestial
body for more than a few decades because of its links
(life-line) with the Earth-world.
l Human can not be teleported.
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CHAPTER - 14
LIVING WORLD BEYOND OUR EARTH

From ages human is making imaginary stories with the
presumption that some one from another world has visited the Earth
or had/has seen an object or a flying machine which was from the
outside world. Stories also include that some in the past from the
Earth had visited the world which is away from the Earth.
Within just 150 years of wire-less technology and flying machines
technology of 100 years old, we have started thinking beyond
permissible limits of the human
Author has concluded that:
Not even single UFO (Un-identified Flying Object) from world
other than the Earth had ever visited the Earth, nor would visit us in
the future.

l

We can send wireless massages all around but we can never
send a massage that can be picked by any one away from the Earth
for reply to us nor can we receive such expected wireless massage
from outside world.

l

We cannot send human to space or over to any celestial body,
where travelling requires more than half life span of the human.

l

Human cannot live for a long period over any celestial body, if its
gravity is more than 50% that of the Earth.

l

Human cannot colonize human over any celestial body for more
than a few decades because of its links (life-line) with the Earth-world.

l

l

Human can not be teleported.

Explanation over all the said facts was given earlier; it was a long
illustration. To make the concerned concentrated over the challenged
subject: Astronomy and light/rays, only the extract of this chapter has
been presently stated above; revised explanation would be exhibited
shortly.
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